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Editorial

Social Media

We Never Left!

Another year has passed and the
construction industry continues to drift
sideways. We remain positively cautious
for the near future, as the current mode
continues to defy Vision 2030 which we
believe in, despite the hungry market for
new ventures.

Update

LinkedIn

The main themes of this issue are the
corporate changes our company is
undergoing, focusing on some areas that
we've never touched on before. In this issue,
we will shed light on the team behind the
new systems being devised, developed and
implemented, as well as going over some
project updates. We are also introducing a
new section "Faces at Almabani" that will
become a regular column in the Journal.
In addition, we have been working to bring
Almabani on all Social Media Platforms.
Today Almabani is present on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, and YouTube,
engaging a new audience on each platform.
We would like to receive your comments or
ideas if you would like to share them with
us.
To do so, please do not hesitate to email us
at thealmabanijournal@almabani.com.sa

Facebook
Total Page Followers; End of November 2019: 25,598

John EL Khoury
Media Department Manager

Twitter
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Importance of Corporate Exposure
Communication Awareness

The year 2019 witnessed a change in our
corporate communication strategies where we
concentrated on bringing forward Almabani
on all Social Media Platforms, which in return
resulted in a wider unprecedented exposure.
Almabani today is present on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
Since we live and work in an increasingly
globalized world a blurring of boundaries
occurs due to the explosion of the internet that
is allowing near-instantaneous marketing,
sales, and commerce from virtually anywhere.
Our Globe is shrinking, the market is growing,
and business professionals find themselves
needing to service the needs of customers
from around the world. As cloud services,
mobile apps and the internet continue to
transform almost every aspect of our lives,

However, internally, an individual should
retract towards certain corporate boundaries
one of which is respecting the company's
reputation
within
the
communicative
parameters that this era of technology poses.
Each employee in himself is a reflection of
the corporation and its culture while being
exposed to the outside market.
In conclusion, the Internet is here to stay.
People have gotten so comfortable with using
technology and with interacting with one
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global consumers are increasingly relying on
digital tools as their primary interface with the
companies they do business with, regardless
of their location, thus the Corporate Exposure
importance.
Expanding business exposure online and
onto international markets is one of the key
growth areas for organizations. There’s no
disputing that business today crosses many
international borders. The more international
experience an employee and/or entity can
bring to a company, the more the company
can expand its global reach. Being exposed
to new business cultures and the experiences
that come with collaborating on international,
cooperative projects, is a unique way to gain
this exposure.

another online. As responsible individuals it is
important that you recognize the reality of the
Internet for what it is; you must also recognize
how important your online exposure is to
your success and how it does reflect on the
corporation you are in. How you present
yourself online defines the corporate culture
in every aspect. Corporate Exposure is a
powerful and really incredible tool that has
the ability to bring business from point A to
point B and become even more successful.
by John EL Khoury
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King Khaled International Airport
Upgrade & Rehabilitation of Taxiway E

Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

ASPHALTING WORKS ON TAXIWAY E AT KING KHALED INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Phase one was completed on schedule on
the 15th of September, 2019.
Following the completion of all earthworks
including sub-base and CABC, all AGL
works including the excavation, installation
of duct banks and deep cans bottom part
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and concrete encasement, the asphalt works
were 100% completed (19,500 tons) on both
the main track and shoulders:
*On the main track a total of 17,000 tons were
paved (28 cm thickness):
o ACBC in 2 layers: 7.5 cm each
o PMA in 2 layers: 6.5 cm each
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*On the shoulders a total of 2,500 tons were
paved (10 cm thickness):
o ACBC in 1 layer: 5 cm
o PMA in 1 layer: 5 cm
After the completion of the final layer of asphalt,
the deep cans works were 100% completed,
including the coring and installation of the top

part of deep cans (122 pcs) in addition to the
corresponding electrical works such as cable
pulling, connections, and fixtures installation.
In parallel, the excavation, installation, and
concrete encasement of 805 lm of duct banks
in the graded area were completed along with
the corresponding ten deep cans. All four

ASPHALTING WORKS ON TAXIWAY E AT KING KHALED INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

signboards located in phase 1 were installed
after completion of their foundations and duct
bank connections.
The pavement marking was completed on
time for all the main track and shoulders.
Upon approval of the Client, the temporary
fence was removed between Wednesday 18th
of September and Saturday 21st of September.
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On the other hand, and despite having
completed the pavement marking and AGL
lights based on approved drawings, we
received comments from the Consultant
to change the marking and some lightings
as per the instructions of AOC (Airport
Operations Center) and GACA. Accordingly,
all comments received were completed on
Sunday 29th of September.
5

Programming Department
"The Crew Behind the New Systems"

Besides a substantial and loaded pipeline
of work required from the Programming
Department, we shed light in this article on
the team behind the new systems designed,
created, coded and implemented at Almabani.
Considering the small team in the department,
the main challenge is to categorize the
work to be executed, and by whom within
the timeframe allowed thereto, to maintain
and enhance the current systems, modules
and develop new technologies, in addition
to regularly checking the systems for bugs
and errors and updating them as and when
required by the program developers.
Mentioned below are some of these systems:
1-The main goal is to re-write and upgrade
some of Almabani's ERP modules (Desktop
and Web Modules) using the latest
technologies in the market.
2-Almabani’s new Time Sheet System along
with its multiple related modules (Leave
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Request, Business Travel Request, Overtime
Module, Punching module, etc.) is taking a
big part of the department's time due to the
critical level of the services provided.
3-Along with the Media Department, we
designed and implemented the current
website that has been used for over four years
now and are currently working on designing a
new website using the latest technologies in
the market.
4-Several other modules will be developed
during the course of 2020 that will render HR
totally paperless.
5-Finance and Accounting would definitely
get a facelift and render some of its modules
web-based.
6-Last but not least, this energetic team
is currently re-designing the Procurement
System that will allow a smooth workflow
and digital approvals along with the ability to
interact with external suppliers and vendors.

▶
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This system, shall speed up the procurement
process, while managing all communication
relays with other Almabani’s Procurement,
Warehouse, Estimation, Equipment and
Accounting departments.
This ongoing project and developing its
modules is a facet to replace the paper
forms with a workflow that enhances digital
approvals along with the newly designed
document server that will meet ISO
requirements.
Since the department started developing
new strategies in its pipeline, it worked
on developing new modules that could
help enhance and organize the internal
communication
and
procedures.
The
department automated the Petty Cash and
Supplier Invoice systems that manage the
invoices’ submissions and arrange the proper
validation and approvals. These modules are
capable of posting account vouchers as per
the audit requirements.

The Leave Request, Business Travel Request
and other online requests were able to reduce
paperwork, and are all linked to the Time
Sheet System.
The Time Sheet System has eliminated all
kinds of archaic paper submissions and
substantially reduced the load on the Human
Resources Department to prepare the required
approvals at the end of each payroll cycle,
based on employees’ manual time sheet. The
updated version now includes the automatic
payments of all dues to personnel such as
housing allowances, vacation compensation,
and other benefits on time as per the Saudi
Law and their contract.
The implementation of the Petty Cash System
has allowed the Accounting Department to
review the submitted invoices from remote
areas and post the vouchers directly to the
Almabani's ERP system.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: SEMIR ABDELKADIR, JOVEN LOBA & ABDULRAQEEB JOWHAR

The Supplier's System aim is to reduce the
processing time to post on Almabani's systems
all suppliers invoices remotely without the
need to centralize the bookkeeping of such
invoices in the Head Office.
The Time Sheet System was able to reduce
the payroll processing time, gather all the
needed information and getting the payroll
The Almabani Journal . Issue No. 22 . 2019

ready with fewer personnel working on the
system, ensuring proper flow and accurate
registers. It also has the possibility to provide
live information to all employees on their
pay-to-date, any deductions or additions
or increase of salaries prior to them being
officialy notified.
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Guest of the Journal: Ahmad AL Zoul
"A Charachter of Change"

Interviewed by: John A El Khoury, Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

John EL Khoury: Ahmad, thank you for giving us the chance to conduct this
interview. Tell us a bit about yourself and let’s shed some light on your educational
background.
Ahmad Al Zoul: I enjoy being at the center of Almabani's programming department.
I've led a software development team of three in the past four years. In this period,
this team was capable of delivering the highest standards systems. I graduated with
a bachelor's degree in computer science from the Beirut Arab University in 2011. My
bachelor thesis concentrated on designing and developing a video audio server with
unique capabilities. This allowed me to develop extensive programming skills while
pursuing my undergraduate degree, a reason why I was ready to begin my career in
coding as soon as I graduated. However, I continue to seek educational opportunities,
as this is an endless field. Before Almabani, I worked as a Licensing Specialist for
Microsoft and Oracle, which gave me a chance to develop experience in those products
along with Licensing schemas.
John EL Khoury: Let's talk about the Programming Department, and what is its
primary role within the company?
Ahmad Al Zoul: The programming department is playing the interdepartmental role in
Almabani, as we are requested to analyze the issues faced by Almabani's departments
(Finance, Accounting, HR, Cost Control, Equipment, Project Control, etc.), provide
the proper recommended solution with all options, provide comparison between
developing and buying a ready-made software and implementing the approved option.
Keeping ourselves up-to-date in technology and keeping our modules up and running
guarantee the performance and uptime of our systems, is a sensitive and somewhat a
defining role that organizes our work correctly.
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John EL Khoury: How do you align your technology roadmap with the overall
business strategy at Almabani?
Ahmad Al Zoul: We were able to converge with Almabani's strategy in multiple sectors
(security, performance, usability, etc.), keep on developing and enhancing our modules
led to converting any outdated systems into newly up-to-date systems.
Our plan is to reach a wholly paperless and flexible systems, available on the go, easy
to use, and have central interface which serves Almabani's business strategy and
helps to increase the employee performance which allows them to concentrate and
develop more ideas that could help Almabani to finalize projects, generate revenue
and manage their tasks.
John EL Khoury: What was the biggest challenge you have faced during your
tenure? And how did you overcome that challenge?
Ahmad Al Zoul: The biggest challenge I faced is introducing Java Programming
Technologies, and show how Java could provide more, features and user satisfaction.
The late Mr Lincoln believed in Java and introduced me to Mr Hakim. That time Mr
Hakim had a massive bucket of ideas that he needed to implement. We started from
Almaports with all its submodules, the Timesheet modules, etc. Mr Hakim's vision is
broader than what we have now. With his support along with the management support,
and Peter Hattouni's valuable input and knowledge of accounting, procedures and HR,
we were able to come up with the appropriate workable modules that are now being
used. Our target is to eventually reach a completely paperless system.
Getting myself introduced to Novell technologies was a tough challenge as I am
coming from a Microsoft background and needs to set up systems in a non-Microsoft
environment. I did many types of research, attended online seminars and travelled to
some events to be able to master Novell technologies that are utilized in my domain.

▶

John EL Khoury: What are the significant achievements that have been completed
so far?
Ahmad Al Zoul: Along with the team, we were able to get Almaports versions 1 and 2
up and running with all the submodules, getting the timesheet with all the integrated
systems working as per the Saudi law; workflows approvals we implemented so far are
some of our achievements that had direct impact noticed by our management.
On the other hand, we developed a lot of submodules that are used in Almabani's
current system (AECMS) which kicked a positive impact that was able to speed up
some process as needed and requested.
John EL Khoury: Tell us a bit about the department's vision, what you have for us
soon?
Ahmad Al Zoul: Almabani's Programming Department is always looking for new
technologies and keeping our systems up-to-date. We encourage our team into
discussions and brainstorming with professionals in the field that remains our primary
source of ideas. On the other hand, to understand what are the specific issues that
face the different departments in Almabani, we do communicate with all to mitigate
the problems.
In the near future, we are planning to introduce new systems:
1. Almabani's New Procurement System
As requested by the management, we are developing an entirely new procurement
system that will manage the relationship between Almabani's departments and the
suppliers/sub-contractors.
This system will fully implement Almabani's policies and procedures and will be capable
of providing the proper reporting tools to the top management.
2. Updates/Enhancements on our ERP system
Our ERP system has some significant planned modification that should be reflected
soon, allowing us to get rid of paperwork and minimize the issues users could face.
3. Developing new Online Modules
Keeping in mind the requests and needs of Almabani, we are always developing some
new modules to get things improving. Implementing the new housing and transportation
policy needs some modules to be updated, and other further modules will be applied.
"Keep watching our systems and notification emails announcing new modules that will
be published soon".
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4. Office 365 Modules
Almabani is migrating from Micro Focus to Microsoft Office 365, and we are planning
to implement some modules and solutions to get the benefits of the features available
once we finish the migration. The digital signature, team's collaboration, projects
management and other features will be our main points to cover and implement.

MIND TICKLER QUESTION
John EL Khoury: What is it about coding that you love this much?
Ahmad Al Zoul: When we talk about programming and coding we are not merely
talking about typing some cryptic lines on the computer, we are talking about solving
real work issues. Programming is more extensive than simple language to learn; it's a
language that allows humans to communicate with machines!
As programmers, we know that we are making a difference when we manage to build
something that saves people time and stops them from doing tedious tasks. We are
trying to give people more time to think about ideas which machines cannot provide.
Coding is FUN; getting a solution up and running is a CHALLENGE. Most of the time,
getting errors fixed, getting people's ideas implemented is a challenge that we love, a
problem that, for me, is considered like gaming to others.

John EL Khoury: At the end of this interview, is there something you would like to
add?
Ahmad Al Zoul: Never assume that we finish our development. With the support of our
management we will keep looking for new technologies, algorithms and ideas and this
is a never ending development, and we are sure that Almabani will continue using the
latest technology standards in the market.
We want to thank the management for the trust they have in us. Our aim is to continue
upgrading and developing new modules to render the work paperless, web-based,
and easy to use by all.
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7 Airports Project
Year 2019 Update

THE YEAR 2019 KICKED OFF WITH THE REMAINING
WORKS IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF THE SEVEN
AIRPORTS PROJECT: TURAIF, QAISUMAH, ABHA,
AND AL BAHA.

ABHA AIRPORT ASPHALTING WORKS

In early 2019, Turaif and Qaisumah were at
their closing phases, while in Abha and after
a long wait, the General Authority of Civil
Aviation approved to close the main runway
for rehabilitation and upgrade. However, it
was approved to be closed for two months

only due to the sensitivity of the Abha airport
and the relatively high traffic it is subjected to.
The Almabani team accepted this challenge,
and was adamant not to fail so not to hinder
the reputation of the company with the client.

VIEW OF AL BAHA TAXIWAY
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QAISUMAH RUNWAY

Accordingly, we milled more than 414,000 m2
in 12 days, then placed 72,500 tons of asphalt
in 29 days in addition to laying electrical duct
banks and airfield lighting installation, which
meant the runway was handed over to the
end-user in 45 days including flight tests.
On the other hand in Al Baha, and after a
long wait as well, we were handed over the

old runway for rehabilitation and upgrade of
the old runway, and its transformation to a
taxiway, which we have executed in less than
three months. 78,000 tons of asphalt including
electrical works were laid during this period
and the 7 Airports project is now completed.

24/7 WORKS AT TURAIF AIRPORT
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Al Wajh Projects
Royal Apron and Private Island Works

Jeddah; Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

SEA SIDE SUNSET VIEW FROM THE APRON

Al Wajh VIP Apron:
In May 2019, Almabani was awarded the
construction of a single aircraft parking
(Boeing 777-300) and a road that connects it
to a nearby proposed marina ( jetty) for VIP
visitors to the private island resort that is
located offshore.
The site was handed over to Almabani on the

28th of May 2019 and construction works were
launched right away. We managed to complete
the civil works in 3 months comprising mainly
of 2,400 m3 of concrete pavement and 20,000
tons of flexible pavement.
The next three months were for the long
lead items, especially electrical systems
(floodlights, CCTV, etc..)

VIEW OF AL WAJH VIP APRON
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AL WAJH PRIVATE ISLAND RESORT

Al Wajh Private Island Resort Project:
As part of the program implemented by the
government of the UAE in Al Wajh area, and
in addition to the above mentioned project,
Almabani was awarded a subcontract from
the National Marine Dredging Company for
the Design, Procurement, Installation, Testing
and Commissioning of the utilities at the
private island resort project located 10 km
inside the Red Sea facing Al Wajh Airport.
A new challenge was then added to our
project team as we have never managed and
implemented a project offshore. The scope of
works consisted in:
-Mass earthworks for roads and villas.
-Cold water supply network, including water
tanks.
-Sewage network including pipes and
maintenance holes and equalization septic
tanks that are connected to an STP plant
provided by others.
-Firefighting network, including the storage
tank, pumps, and fire hose cabinets.
-Irrigation network, including tanks and
pumps.
-LV network, including panels and cable
laying.
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-LC network containment, including the
installation of PVC pipes and man-holes.
-Concrete works for building pads.
-Concrete works for the swimming pool.
-Concrete works for Pump room of the
swimming pool.
Three main decisions were made to make
this scope successful:
-The first decision was to quickly mobilize
a camp offshore on the island and not rely
on the barge to move our equipment and
workforce as we have quickly realized that it
is not an efficient solution.
-The second decision was to hire two
trenching machines to cut into the coral rocks
for the completion of the utilities.
-The third decision was to hire a sub-contractor
for the installation of GRP manholes instead
of reinforced concrete manholes.
The project was completed in four months,
and Almabani takes pride in being the first
sub-contractor to leave and hand over the
completed scope of the site.
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Faces at Almabani
Bringing Forward our Minds Together

ALBERT KLAT
FINANCE MANAGER
ALMABANI HEADQUARTERS
ALL BUSINESS DECISIONS HAVE FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
CREATING THE NEED TO MANAGE THE COMPANY’S
FINANCIAL RESOURCES. MY PRIMARY ROLE IS TO MAKE
CRITICAL DECISIONS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE ECONOMIC
WELL BEING OF ALMABANI.

"WE HAVE BEEN IN THE
CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS
FOR OVER 40 YEARS, AND
WE DEFINITELY HAVE THE
EXPERTISE. THEREFORE I SAY TO
MY COLLEAGUES: PERSEVERE,
ACHIEVE AND PREVAIL. DON'T
DISCOURAGE; WE CAN BE THE
BEST THERE IS IF WE KEEP OUR
MORALE AND VIRTUES SKY HIGH."

AS A FINANCE MANAGER, I ADVISE ON THE MOST
APPROPRIATE WAY TO FINANCE THE PROJECTS, RAISE FUNDS
AND THEN MONITOR THE PROJECT’S IMPLEMENTATION, THE
BILLING OF THE WORKS TO THE CLIENT AND ITS COLLECTION
IS DONE BY TRACKING DAY-TO-DAY DATA RELATED TO CASH
COLLECTIONS AND CASH DISBURSEMENTS IN ORDER TO
ENSURE THAT THE COMPANY CAN CONTINUE TO MEET ITS
FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS BE IT ON THE SHORT OR LONG
TERM.
WE MAKE SURE TO PLAN THAT THE COMPANY HAS ADEQUATE
FUNDS AT ALL TIMES TO MEET ITS OBLIGATIONS.
AS A FUNCTION, WE WORK CLOSELY WITH ACCOUNTING. THE
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT IS WHERE ALL ACCOUNTING
ENTRIES ARE BOOKED, DOCUMENTS ARE CENTRALIZED; THE
FINANCE DEPARTMENT TAKES THE DECISIONS OF FUNDING
PROJECTS BASED ON EXISTING BUDGETS AVAILABLE
BANK LINES THAT ARE STRICTLY MONITORED BY THE
FINANCE DEPARTMENT. BOTH FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENTS REPORT TO THE CFO. FINANCE IS CRITICAL TO
THE SUCCESS OF ANY COMPANY AND PLAYS A PIVOTAL ROLE
ALONGSIDE ENGINEERING, ESTIMATION & PROCUREMENT.

NADER A. SFEIR
HEAD OF PROJECTS COST CONTROL DEPARTMENT
COST CONTROL DEPARTMENT
WE GATHER, MANAGE AND ANALYZE THE PROJECT'S DATA
AND PERFORMANCE. THUS ENABLING US TO MONITOR,
FORECAST,
UNDERSTAND
AND
CONSTRUCTIVELY
INFLUENCE THE TIME (EFFECTIVE SCHEDULING) AND
COST OUTCOME (COST TO COMPLETE REPORTS AND
RESOURCES MONITORING) OF PROJECTS AND VARIOUS
SERVICE CENTRES; COMMUNICATED THROUGH PERIODICAL
REPORTS THAT ASSIST THE MANAGEMENT IN EFFECTIVE
DECISION MAKING. WE COVER ALL STAGES OF A PROJECT'S
LIFE CYCLE FROM INITIATION TILL CLOSURE.
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"SINCE EMPLOYEES FORM AN
INTEGRAL PART OF THE COMPANY,
AND THEREFORE HAVE AN INPUT
ON THE COMPANY'S GOALS, WE
SHOULD REMAIN ENGAGED AND
PERFORMANT TO OVERCOME
CHALLENGES AHEAD."
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ZIAD BOU HAMDAN
OPERATIONS SUPPORT MANAGER, HUMAN RESOURCES
ALMABANI HEADQUARTERS
MANAGE AND MONITOR ALL HUMAN RESOURCES ACTIVITIES.
PROVIDE SUPPORT AND ADVICE TO MANAGEMENT, LINE
MANAGERS, SUPERVISORS AND STAFF IN LINE WITH THE
COUNTRY'S LABOUR LAW AND COMPANY'S POLICIES AND
REGULATIONS.
"I WILL ADVISE THEM TO KEEP ON WITH FULL SUPPORT TO OUR COMPANY,
AS OUR COMPANY HAS THIS GREAT IMAGE DUE TO HARD WORK AND CLOSE
FOLLOW-UP FROM THE TOP MANAGEMENT TO ALL ALMABANI COLLEAGUES."

GEORGE FERZLE
HEAD OF MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT - BUILDINGS
FABRICATION DIVISION MANAGER
THE ROLE OF THE MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT IS TO CATER
TO ALL THE MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS SUCH AS HVAC,
FIRE FIGHTING AND PLUMBING WORKS WITHIN BUILDINGS
PROJECTS.
WE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DESIGN REVIEWS, MATERIALS
EVALUATION, SHOP DRAWINGS SUBMITTALS, MATERIALS
SUBMITTALS, PROCUREMENT, VALUE ENGINEERING, BUDGET
CONTROL, RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, INSTALLATION, TESTING
& COMMISSIONING AND QUALITY CONTROL.
BESIDES, WE LIAISE AND COORDINATE WITH PROJECT
MANAGERS AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS TO CONSTRUCT
AND HANDOVER THE PROJECTS PROMPTLY AND WITH THE
BEST QUALITY UP TO THE CLIENT'S SATISFACTION.
FURTHERMORE, WE GIVE THE NECESSARY SUPPORT TO THE
ESTIMATION DEPARTMENT IN THE TENDERING STAGE.

"ALMABANI WILL ALWAYS REMAIN
A BIG FAMILY, AND EVERYONE
SHOULD PUT ALL HIS EFFORTS
TO NAVIGATE THROUGH THE
CHALLENGING TIMES."

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE FABRICATION DIVISION IS TODAY THE
MAJOR SUPPORTING DIVISION FOR ALL OF THE COMPANY’S
PROJECTS FROM STRUCTURAL STEEL, HVAC DUCTS TO
ARCHITECTURAL STEEL ITEMS THAT ARE MADE ACCORDING TO
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS.
WE FABRICATE IN-HOUSE ROOF STEEL STRUCTURES, SHADES,
STAIRCASES, HANDRAILS, DUCTS, TRUNKING AND DEEP CANS.
THE LAST MEETING HELD WAS MUCH WELCOMED AS IT CAME
AT A CHALLENGING TIME IN THE COMPANY'S HISTORY.

ALBERT GEORGES NAJJAR
TECHNICAL ENGINEER
DESIGN DEPARTMENT
I AM WORKING TO SECURE THE APPROVAL FOR DESIGN
AND DRAWINGS AS WELL AS MATERIALS FOR DIFFERENT
PROJECTS.
"ALMABANI STOOD WITH US DURING THE GOOD DAYS AND GAVE US
MORE THAN WHAT WE EXPECTED. WE SHALL DO THE SAME IN THE
BAD DAYS."
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FARES AMINE KIWAN
SENIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
MY ROLE IS PART OF TEAMWORK WITHIN THE ELECTRICAL
DEPARTMENT AS WELL AS THE COOPERATION WITH THE
OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND PROJECT MANAGERS. I SHOULD
HIGHLIGHT THE CONTRIBUTION OF TEAMWORK AND
COLLABORATION BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS.
"NOT ONLY TRUST THE GOOD FUTURE OF ALMABANI BUT ALSO TO WORK HARD,
INDIVIDUALLY AND COLLECTIVELY, FOR THE CONTINUITY AND FUTURE."

FERNAND ELIAS
LOGISTICS & PROCUREMENT MANAGER
PROCUREMENT DEPARTMENT
MY ROLE IN THE COMPANY IS TO MANAGE THE PROCUREMENT
DEPARTMENT, INCLUDING IN BRIEF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:
•PURCHASING MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, SPARE PARTS AND
SERVICES FOR THE COMPANY CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
ETHICALLY AND LEGALLY, IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES AND POLICIES.
•NEGOTIATE WITH SUPPLIERS THE COMMERCIAL TERMS
WHILE INVOLVING AS MANY SUPPLIERS AS POSSIBLE TO
GENERATE COMPETITIVE OFFERS.
•ANALYZE THE TOTAL COST OF ACQUISITION FROM
SUPPLIERS/SUBCONTRACTORS TO BE ABLE TO CREATE
COMPARATIVE
DATA.
•ENSURE
PROCUREMENT
PROCEDURES,
QUALITY "BOTH MANAGEMENT AND
OBJECTIVES,
BUDGETARY
PRICES
ARE
ACHIEVED, EMPLOYEES ARE ALL BOARDING
IMPLEMENTED AND DOCUMENTED FOLLOWING COMPANY THE SHIP OF ALMABANI. WE HAVE
POLICIES.
TO CONSERVE THIS SHIP EACH
•DEVELOP PROCUREMENT AND ESTIMATING POLICIES,
STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES AND PERFORM THE CRITICAL ONE FROM HIS POSITION."
ROLE OF PURCHASING AS A STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT TOOL
•MANAGING AND DEVELOPING THE PROCUREMENT
SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS AND RESOLVING DISPUTES AND CLAIMS WITH VENDORS, SUPPLIERS
AND SUBCONTRACTORS
•MANAGE THE SUPPLY CHAIN OPERATIONS INVOLVING PROPER MONITORING RECEIVING,
STORING SUPPLIERS’ SHIPMENTS, CUSTOMS CLEARANCE, INVOICING, PREPARATION &
DISTRIBUTION OF RECEIVED MATERIALS AND RETURNED PRODUCTS
•MANAGING AND RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CENTRAL WAREHOUSE AND DISTRIBUTION
DEPARTMENT, THE MONTHLY INVENTORIES AND THE ISSUANCE OF MATERIALS FROM THE
WAREHOUSE TO PROJECT SITES AND VICE VERSA.

CHARBEL SEBAALY
HEAD OF KAIA 2 PROJECT ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
RECENTLY APPOINTED AS THE HEAD OF KAIA 2 PROJECT
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT AFTER THE SITUATION FACED IN
THAT PROJECT. THE MANAGEMENT ENTRUSTED ME WITH
THE PRIMARY TASK, WHICH IS TO EXPEDITE THE ELECTRICAL
WORKS AND MEET THE COMPLETION DEADLINES IN THE
PROJECT. I WAS ABLE TO RE-ORGANIZE THE DEPARTMENT AND
PROPERLY DELEGATE THE JOBS TO PUT THE DEPARTMENT
BACK ON TRACK. DAILY PROGRESS MEETINGS WERE HELD
IN THE BEGINNING DUE TO THE STRICT DEADLINE WE HAD. I
MANAGE A DEPARTMENT OF 2 SITE ENGINEERS AS WELL AS 3
QC ENGINEERS AND MORE THAN 100 SITE PEOPLE RANGING
FROM FOREMEN, TEAM LEADERS, AND ELECTRICIANS. BESIDES,
WE HAVE OUR DESIGN AND OFFICE TEAM COMPOSED OF
TWO ENGINEERS AND THREE DRAFTSMEN WHO EXECUTE
DRAWINGS, QS WORKS, REPORTS, CALCULATIONS, MANUALS,
AND OTHER TECHNICAL JOBS.
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"A SPECIAL THANK YOU FOR
THE MANAGEMENT FOR THEIR
TRUST WHEN PROMOTING ME
TO THIS POSITION, AND I HOPE I
AM UP TO THEIR EXPECTATIONS
AND THEY ARE SATISFIED WITH
THE DEPARTMENT'S CURRENT
PERFORMANCE."
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Technology: Grammarly.com
Improving Lives by Improving Communication

Today Grammarly offers an intuitive, real-time
interface that’s there for people wherever they type,
through browser extensions, a web-based editor,
a Microsoft Office add-in, a desktop interface, and
mobile keyboards. A free version of the assistant,
introduced in 2015, ensures that anyone who
needs to communicate in English has access to

essential writing support. For businesses, the
company rolled out an enterprise product to
support consistent professional communication
on workplace teams. Grammarly's growth and
further investment in cutting-edge language
research have been helped along by more than
$200 million in funding, led by General Catalyst.

A Product that Meets you where you are.
The writing assistant scales to work seamlessly
across multiple platforms and devices, and it offers
a variety of plans to serve everyone’s needs. With
a free account, you can improve and strengthen
everyday writing, while a Premium account will

help you step up your game at work, school, and
wherever else you need your communication
to sound as polished as possible. For workplace
teams, there is Grammarly Business, and for
educational institutions, there is Grammarly @edu.

Grammarly's keyboard suggests synonyms
to make you feel smart!
If you ever struggle to find the "mot juste" when texting
your friends, Grammarly might just have your back. Its
mobile keyboard for Android and iOS now suggests
synonyms while you're typing, giving you a handful of
words that might be appropriate -- or apt, or fitting, or
suitable. You can wish a friend a splendid day when
"good" is just too dry, or show contrition when saying
"sorry" doesn't seem sincere enough.
You can toggle the feature through the settings in
Grammarly's companion app. It could be tempting to
overuse this -- you don't really need to tell someone
you're feeling sublime or stellar when "great" would
suffice. It might help you appear well-versed, but
it's up to you to use your newfound power wisely.
Nonetheless, it could be incredibly valuable if you're
losing your perspicacity and could stand a few more
arrows in your linguistic quiver.
*This Journal and all upcoming Journals will be reviewed and corrected utilizing Grammarly.com
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Technology: iOS13

Coming From An Older iPhone? Learn About The New Gestures

If the iPhone 11 is your first iPhone without the Home button, you’ll
need to spend some time getting used to the new gestures. But
they’re quite easy to pick up and in no time, you’ll be like “Home
button? Who?”.
Just swipe up from the Home bar to unlock your device or to go to
the Home screen when you’re in an app.
Control Center:
Swipe down from the right edge (the right ear next to the notch), to
access the Control Center.
Notification Center:
Swipe down from the notch to access Notification Center.
Apple Pay:
Double-press the Side button to start the Apple Pay process to pay in
the App Store.
Force Quit Applications:
From the App Switcher, just swipe up a card to force quit an app.
*Tap and hold the Side button to talk to Siri. Or just say, Hey Siri.

Enable The Dark Mode in iOS 13
You’re going to love the new dark mode in iOS 13. It
instantly flips the color scheme, giving you a true back
background and white text. Not only is it easy on the
eyes, but it also helps with the battery life.
To toggle dark mode, open Control Center, and tap and
hold on the Brightness bar. In the bottom-left corner,
you’ll see a new Dark Mode toggle. Tap on it to switch
to the Dark mode.

Learn About Haptic Touch
Apple has removed the 3D Touch feature from the new
iPhones. It’s now replaced by Haptic Touch. This means
that you simply tap and hold on an object to reveal a
contextual menu. Previously, you’d have to press harder
on the screen.
This means that there’s a new way to rearrange apps.
And previews work differently in Safari. But overall, this
is a welcome change. Just try to tap and hold on an
menu, link or app icon for more info.
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Technology: iOS13

Coming From An Older iPhone? Learn About The New Gestures
The Fastest Way to Your Share Location
from an iPhone
There are a couple ways t oshare your location, but
this might be the quickest! Here's how to share your
location from your iPhone in a text message using
predictive text. For this tip, you'll have to have both
Predictive Text andLocation Services enabled. And if
you're not connected to Wi-Fi, you'll have to enable
Apple Maps too.
If you're meeting up with someone in a large area like
a park or can't talk on the phone to give directions,
sharing your location in a text message can really
help!
To do this:
1-Open a new or previously opened text chat with the
person you want to share your location with.
2-Type the phrase "I'm at" and press the spacebar after
the word"at".
3-In the predictive text area of the keyboard, tap
Current Location.
4-The other person will be sent your location via Apple
Maps.
5-Notice that only the map will show up in the text
chat. You'll need to press the blue arrow to send the
text message you've typed.
6-Now you can share your location with a quick text
phrase!

How to Rotate Videos on the iPhone with iOS 13
If you accidentally recorded a video in landscape mode or upside down on your iPhone, then fear not;
with iOS 13, you can flip your videos from inside the Photos app. To flip a video with iOS 13, all you have to
do is open the video in the Photos app, tap Edit, and tap the cropping icon to open the rotation options.
Here's how to use the Photos app to flip a video on your iPhone with iOS 13.
Steps to Rotate an iPhone Video:
1-Open the Photos app and tap the Albums tab.
2-Scroll down to Media Types and select Videos.
3-Select the video you want to rotate and tap Edit.
4-Tap the cropping icon on the bottom right.
5-Tap the rotation icon until your video displays correctly.
6-When you're finished, tap Done.
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Technology: iOS13

Coming From An Older iPhone? Learn About The New Gestures
How to Use Sign in with Apple
The Sign in with Apple feature lets you use your Apple ID to sign in to websites and their associated
apps securely, privately, and without the hassle of a million different passwords to keep track of. Sign
in with Apple looks just like the Sign in with Google and Sign in with Facebook buttons you often see
when creating new accounts; but unlike Google and Facebook, Apple doesn’t give away any of your
information—no advertising profiles, no usage statistics. Read on to find out how to use Sign in with
Apple to secure and simplify your online life.
How to Use Sign in with Apple in 3rd-Party Apps
To use Sign in with Apple you need:
☐ An Apple ID with two-factor authentication enabled and a strong password. All Apple IDs now come
with two-factor authentication by default, so this should already be on.
☐ To be logged in to iCloud using that same Apple ID on your Apple device.
☐ You can use any Apple device; but if it is an iOS device, then you need iOS 13.
1. Download and open an app that supports Sign in with Apple.
Note: Not all apps and websites support Sign in with Apple yet, but more and more will soon. Keep an eye
out for the option when creating new accounts.
2. In the initial login page, the app will want you to sign up or sign in. Since Sign in with Apple only works
for new accounts, choose sign up.
3. Tap Continue with Apple. If you don’t see it, then try updating the app in the App Store.
4. The first time you use this
feature, you’ll see a pop-up
page outlining the benefits
of Sign in with Apple. Tap
Continue at the bottom.
5. You’ll be presented with an
info card showing what name
you’ll be sharing, and asking
whether you want to share
your email or hide your email
from the app. For the greatest
privacy, I recommend tapping
Hide My Email.
6. Tap Continue at the bottom of the screen.
7. Use Face ID or Touch ID, or tap continue with passcode and enter
your device code. Don't worry: Apple doesn't share your device code
or your Face ID/Touch ID information with the third-party app.
8. A Done icon will appear and
you will be logged in to your
new account.
9. In the future, when you
want to log in, just look for the
Continue with Apple button and
tap it.
10. You'll see a card stating your Apple ID email. Tap Continue at the
bottom.
11. Face ID will do its thing (or use Touch ID or enter your device code),
and you'll be logged in privately, securely, and without hassle.
It’s that easy! You can use sign in with Apple anywhere you see the option listed. Note that this service is
for creating new accounts. If you already have an account, and want to switch to using Sign up with Apple
with it, then you will probably have to cancel your existing account and start a new one. Hopefully Apple will
convince app developers to let us convert our existing accounts to Sign in with Apple; but until then, we can
enjoy the benefits whenever we download a new app that requires authentication.
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